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SonoroSempre - Violin for Students - Entry Level, Early Grades, Junior Orchestra
Model No. & Pictures
Name: Etudiant - E4 - ‘en

commence’ Entry Level

Model: E4-1-TL#03 (A/B/C) Glossy [#03] - RTP

Item Features
The ‘Schools standard’ for learning
on Entry Level range of top Student
Violins but taken to a much higher
level of tonal quality and set-up,
newly branded

SonoroSempretm

fV&A.

offered by GD

We are very pleased to offer this
amazing range of Orchestral
Stringed Instruments giving the
Student great pleasure in learning from
these new and carefully selected
quality controlled manufacturers.
At last a new and refreshing choice
of instrument,

delight in trying and come make
the change!
With both an attractive yet tough gloss finish, highly recommended schools ‘Entry Level

1.Panel/Top: Selected solid Spruce, purfling
2.Back/Side: Selected solid Maple, purfling

There are more images of these Student Violins upon request
3.Ebony fingerboard, pegs, chinrest & button

Name: Etudiant - E4 -

‘en commence’ Entry Level

Model: E4-2-TL#03 (A/B/C) Matt Sheen [#03M] - RTP

4. Carbon Fibre tailpiece with 4 built in
fine tuners for easy ‘on the shoulder’ String
tuning
5. Hand built Student Violin, handcraft spirit
dye & machine spray varnish
(standard finish is resilient GLOSS, with Matt
Sheen to order)

Price

See
Price List
printed
separately

* (for an
additional
cost, a
Composite
bow can be
ordered in the
outfit instead
of the
Brazilwood
bow. See
Arcofacile
separate sales
sheets for
more details
of the range
of Bows for
Students.)

6.Available Sizes: 4/4, 3/ 4, 1/ 2, 1/ 4, 1/ 8
Package includes either:
A. Violin only (in cardboard carton),
B. Violin with case only,
C. Violin with case good Brazilwood
Bow/Ebony frog #03 grade & Rosin
Tone comment: Excellent ‘pick-up’
response with a crisp all round pleasing
sound. Easily reaches high volumes on the

ff and down to lovely soft pp The ideal
instrument (Violin, Viola or Cello) to learn
on - get higher pass marks! These Chinese
steel strings match perfectly to its
construction and tonewoods.

RTP- Ready to Play!
Exactly the same maker and spec. offering a pleasing matt sheen varnish finish -to order

There are more images of these Student Violins upon request

All .E. series models have been carefully
set up with correctly fitted sound post,
bridge, good curve, string height and will
be much easier for a beginner to play and
learn on. (see the separate sheet explaining
‘RTP’ (Pret a Jouer) more closely with
photographs.

The scroll
of the
model
opposite
E4-1-TL03
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SonoroSempre - Violin for Students - Entry Level, Early Grades, Junior Orchestra
Model No. & Pictures
Name: Etudiant - E5 - ‘en

commence’ Entry Level

Model: E5-1-TLG#03 (A/B/C) Matt Sheen [#LV03G] copy
‘Old German’ style look – R T P (ReadyToPlay) - Pret a Jouer!

Item Features
Alternative ‘Schools standard’ for
learning on Entry Level range of top
Student Violins but taken to a much
higher level of tonal quality and setup, newly branded

SonoroSempretm

fV&A.

offered by GD

We are very pleased to offer this
amazing range of Orchestral
Stringed Instruments giving the
Student great pleasure in learning from
these new and carefully selected
quality controlled manufacturers.
At last a new and refreshing choice
of instrument,

delight in trying and come make
the change!
1. Panel/Top: Selected solid Spruce
2. Back/Side: Selected solid Maple
3. Ebony fingerboard, pegs, chinrest &
button.

There are more images of these Student Violins upon request

Name: Etudiant - E7 - ‘en

commence’ Entry Level

Model: E7-1-TLJ (A/B/C) Special Sheen Japanese spray
technique [#LZS03-A] - R T P (ReadyToPlay) - Pret a Jouer!

Price

4. Carbon Fibre/ Carbon tailpiece with 4
built in fine tuners for easy on the shoulder
String tuning. E7 has one E tuner with
precision fitted pegs is all you need for GDA
5. Hand built Student Violin, handcraft spirit
dye & machine spray varnish
E5-1-TLG#03 quality finish to look ‘Old
German’ (mustard brown/golden)
E7-1-TLJ amazing finish new Japanese hitech colour dying, spray and finish exquisite
6.Available Sizes: 4/4, 3/ 4, 1/ 2, 1/ 4
Package includes either:
A. Violin only (in cardboard carton),
B. Violin with case only,
C. Violin with case good Brazilwood
Bow/Ebony frog #03 grade & Rosin

See
Price List
printed
separately

* (for an
additional
cost, a
Composite
bow can be
ordered in the
outfit instead
of the
Brazilwood
bow. See
Arcofacile
separate sales
sheets for
more details
of the range
of Bows for
Students.)

Model E51-SM is
sold with an
upgrade
(spare) set
of steel core
strings to
bring out
the best
tones from
this model.

Tone comment: Excellent ‘pick-up’
response with a crisp all round pleasing
warm sound. Easily reaches high volumes
on the ff and down to lovely soft pp

Offering a violin (only) to learn on - and get
higher pass marks!

RTP- Ready to Play!
All .E. series models have been carefully
set up with correctly fitted sound post,
bridge, good curve, string height and will
be much easier for a beginner to play and
learn on. (see the separate sheet explaining
‘RTP’ with photographs).

There are more images of these Student Violins upon request

The scroll
of the
model
opposite
E7-1-TLJ
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SonoroSempre - Violin for Students - Entry Level, Early Grades, Junior Orchestra
Model No. & Pictures
Name: Etudiant – E8 -

‘Beijing’ - Entry Level

Model: E8-1-TL#04 (A/B/C) Modern ‘classic Golden flat
gloss varnish transparent finish’ - R T P - Pret a Jouer!

Item Features

Price

Alternative ‘Schools standard’ for
learning on Entry Level range of top
Student Violins but taken to a much
higher level of tonal quality and setup, newly branded

SonoroSempretm

fV&A.

offered by GD

We are very pleased to offer this
amazing range of Orchestral
Stringed Instruments giving the
Student great pleasure in learning from
these new and carefully selected
quality controlled manufacturers.
At last a new and refreshing choice
of instrument,

delight in trying and come make
the change!
1. Panel/Top: Aged Selected solid Spruce
2. Back/Side: Aged Selected solid Maple
3. Ebony fingerboard, pegs, chinrest &
button.
4. Carbon Fibre/ Carbon tailpiece with 4
built in fine tuners for easy on the shoulder
String tuning. E7 has one E tuner with
precision fitted pegs is all you need for GDA
5. E8-1-TL#04 our latest top-end Entry
Level, superior woods and golden varnish.

Very affordable with delightful tones
6.Available Sizes: 4/4, 3/ 4, 1/ 2, 1/ 4
Package includes either:
A. Violin only (in cardboard carton),
B. Violin with case only,
C. Violin with case good Brazilwood
Bow/Ebony frog #03 grade & Rosin

See
Price List
printed
separately

* (for an
additional
cost, a
Composite
bow can be
ordered in the
outfit instead
of the
Brazilwood
bow. See
Arcofacile
separate sales
sheets for
more details
of the range
of Bows for
Students.)

Model E51-SM is
sold with an
upgrade
(spare) set
of steel core
strings to
bring out
the best
tones from
this model.

Tone comment: Excellent ‘pick-up’
response with a crisp all round pleasing
warm sound. Easily reaches high volumes
on the ff and down to lovely soft pp

Offering a violin (only) to learn on - and get
higher pass marks!

RTP- Ready to Play!

There are more images of these Student Violins upon request

All .E. series models have been carefully
set up with correctly fitted sound post,
bridge, good curve, string height and will
be much easier for a beginner to play and
learn on. (see the separate sheet explaining
‘RTP’ with photographs).

The scroll
of the
model
opposite
E8-1-TL04

